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1. From the series “The music of childhood 1 (Home from the lake)”.  29x39cm 
 
 
2. From the series “The music of childhood 2 (Swing)”.  37.5x27.5cm 
 
 
3. Classroom. 27.5x37.5 cm  
  
 
4. In the country of birds. 27.5x37.5 cm 
 
 
5. From the series “About a boy 1.  29x29 cm 
 
 
6. From the Series “Icarus” 1. 37.5x27.5 cm 
 
 
 
7. Crossroad.  29x39 cm 
 
 
 
 
 
8-10. From the series “Dreams 1-3.  24x24 cm,  29x29 cm; 24x30.5 cm; 29x29 cm, 
 
   
 
 
11-16. The series “The blue village” (6 photos), 24.4 x 36cm each 
 
 
   
 
 
           
  
           
           
17. Rainy day. 37.5x27.5 cm 
        
           
   
18. The last night walker. 24.5x36cm 
 
 
19. Tomorrow is Monday. 24.5x37.5 
 
 
20. From the Series “Sleeping quarter” (The first  leaf). 24.7 x 37.5 cm 
 
 
22. From the series “Iron souls”  39x29cm 
 
23.Silent dogs. 34.5x30 cm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
24-26. From the series “The white nights on the White sea”  35.5x26 cm; 
38.5x26cm; 37.5x24.5 cm 
       
 
 
27. Still life with rye ears. Русское поле.   29x29 cm 
 
 
28. From the life of symbols  29x39 cm 
 
 
29. Apocalypse  37.5x27.5 cm   
 
 
30. End of Summer. Bird watching. 39x29 cm 
 
 
31. Angel.  36.5x24.5cm 
 
 
 
 
32. The last leaves. 26.5x29.5cm 
 
 
33. Cautious cat.  34x26cm 
 
 
34. Remembering Tarkovsky. Anna  39x29cm 
 
 
35. Caretaker Stepanov («Дворник Степанов») 
 
 
36. Mother and son. 37.5x27.5 
 
 
37. From the seris “Depths and Heights” Sea gulls.  Святозеро. Karelia.  
37x24.5cm 
 
 
 
 
 
38. From the series “Depths and Heights”. Fish in a bowl.  37.5x37.5 
 
 
39. From the series Deviation of time 1.  29x39cm 
 
 
40. Truck in a court yard. 29x39cm 
 
 
 
